I originally created this pattern for a Swedish Mystery Crochet-Along/ CAL. Here is the
English (US terms) translation. Lined, with zipper closure and strap/handle, the Sergel Clutch
is the perfect party accessory; however, it is equally suited as a smart case for your pens,
crochet hooks or knitting needles. This pattern includes lots of photos, helpful tips and
explanations to help even a relative beginner get to grips with tapestry crochet – as well as
how to line and add a zipper.
In my home town, the Swedish capital of Stockholm, there is this square named after an 18th
century sculptor and artist called Sergel. It is a distinctly inhuman and uncosy place, sprung
from the relentless demolition and overzealous modernising of the1960s. Few seem to even
notice the stunning black-and-white geometric paving as they rush across the square, eager
to get out of there as soon as possible.

Materials needed
•
•

•
•
•

3mm hook
Scheepjes Catona or similar mercerised cotton yarn:
o One skein in main colour (MC): the darkest colour, which will be the dominant
one.
o One skein each of 4 contrasting colours (CC1-4). (If you are using Catona, the
25g mini skeins will suffice.) These could all be lighter shades of your MC or
completely different colours. As long as they are clearly visible against the
MC, you can use any colours as your CC. You could also go for just 2 colours,
e.g. black as MC and white as CC, in which case you will only need one skein
in each colour.
Fabric for the lining, c. 35 x 35 cm
A zipper, c. 30 cm
Sewing needle and thread that matches your main colour. You can use a sewing
machine or sew by hand.
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Abbreviations
MC ................................ main colour
CC ................................. contrast colour
st .................................... stitch
ch................................... chain
sc ................................... single crochet
slst ................................. slip stitch
BL .................................. back loop
YO ................................. yarn over

Clutch base, row 1:
Main Colour (MC)

57 ch, turn, sc in 2nd ch from hook and in all chs to end, turn. (56 sts)

Clutch base, row 2:
Main Colour (MC)

Ch 1 (does not count as a st), sc in each st to end, turn. (56 sts)

Clutch base, row (round) 3:
Main Colour (MC)

Now you have a small strip that we are going to crochet around, on all 4 sides: ch1 (does not
count as a st), sc in next 56 sts, do not turn but continue around the corner: 4 sc into the side
of the strip, continue around the next corner: sc into each of the starting chs along the
bottom of the strip, 4 sc into the other side of the strip, close the round with a slst into the
1st sc (slst never counts as a st). Now you should have a total of 120 sc around the strip.

About tapestry crochet
From now on we never turn the work; we crochet in closed rounds. We are going to work
with two colours at the same time throughout, always working into the back loops only. You
crochet with one colour, working the unused colour into the stitches, thus hiding it.
You change colours as usual, at the last yarn over of the stitch before new colour. Never cut
the main colour, it runs along the work throughout. The reason you work into back loops is to
get a straight result where the pattern does not lean to one side.
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Colour round 1:

Main Colour (MC) & Contract Colour 1 (CC1)

Pull the slst tight so it is hardly visible. Change colours: ch1 with CC1 (does not count as a st),
place the MC yarn on top of the first st and put your hook into BL of the first st (the same st
into which you worked the slst), (hook goes under the back loop and under the MC yarn), YO
with CC1, pull through the st, YO and pull through 2 loops on hook, over the MC yarn. First
tapestry sc done: you should have hidden the MC yarn inside the first sc.
N.B. Place a marker in the first sc of the round to make it easier to see where to make the
closing slst of this round and the first st of the next round.

Here is a video tutorial that might also help (not mine, but it demonstrates the technique):
https://youtu.be/NqDHHR5ZQfw
Work another 2 sc in CC1, change to MC at the last YO of the 3rd sc in CC1, swapping the
yarn threads. No you should have 3 sc in CC1 with MC on the hook. Work one sc in MC:
hook into next st – under the BL & CC1 yarn – YO with MC, pull through the st, swap the
yarns, YO with CC1, pull through both loops on hook.
Now you should have worked 3 sc in CC1, 1 sc in MC, and you should have CC1 on your
hook. No loose threads or floats should be visible on the wrong side of your work.
Continue like this, working scs alternately with MC and CC1, by following the diagram below.
Each square represents one sc and you read the diagram from right to left. (So you are now
at the 4th stitch of the 1st round in the diagram.)
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As you can see, the pattern repeat is 8 stitches by 8 rounds; the diagram shows 2 pattern
repeats wide by 1 pattern repeat tall. Since we have 120 stitches around our bag/in one
round, we will work 15 pattern repeats in every round (15 x 8 = 120).
Hence, in this first colour round, you work 3 sc in CC1, *1sc in MC, 7 sc in CC1, repeat from *
until the end of the round, close the round with slst in both loops of the 1st st (where you
placed a marker). Do not turn.
N.B. The only time you work into both loops is when you slst to close the round. You may
need to pull a little in the yarn that is worked in, so it doesn’t poke out in-between the sts,
but don’t pull too hard or your work might pucker.

Colour round 2:

Main Colour (MF) & Contrast Colour 1 (CC1)

With CC1, ch1 (does not count as a st), 3 sc in CC1, *1 sc in MC, 7 sc in CC1, repeat from * to
the end of the round, close the round with slst in both loops of the 1st st (where you placed a
marker). Do not turn.

Colour rounds 3-8:

Main Colour (MF) & Contrast Colour 1 (CC1)

Continue like this, following the diagram to know when to swap colours, until round 8, cut
CC1 but not MC.
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Colour rounds 9-16:

Main Colour (MF) & Contrast Colour 2 (CC2)

Change colours: ch1 with CC2 (does not count as a st), *7 sc in CC2, 1 sc in MC, repeat from*
until end of round, close the round with slst in both loops of the 1st st. Do not turn. Continue
according to below diagram:

Colour rounds 17-24:

Main Colour (MF) & Contrast Colour 3 (CC3)

Change colours: ch1 with CC3 (does not count as a st), 3 sc in CC3, *1 sc in MC, 7 sc in CC3,
repeat from * until end of round, close the round with slst in both loops of the 1st st. Do not
turn. Continue according to below diagram:

Colour rounds 25-32:

Main Colour (MF) & Contrast Colour 4 (CC4)

Change colours: ch1 with CC4 (does not count as a st), *7 sc in CC4, 1 sc in MC, repeat from
* until end of round, close the round with slst in both loops of the 1st st. Do not turn.
Continue according to below diagram:
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Finishing round 1:
Main Colour (MC)

Fasten off CC4, continue with MC: ch 1 (does not count as a st), sc in each st around – into
both loops this round – close the round with a slst in first st.

Optional: handle/strap
Main Colour (MC)

If you are planning on using your Sergel as a clutch, it will need a short strap to hang securely
and effortlessly around your wrist as you hold your glass of bubbly, glamorously mingling
away at the party!
Attach MC in the 1st of the 4 ‘edge stitches’ at one end of the bag. Work as many chains as
you would like the strap/handle to be long, attach with a slst in the 4th of the edge sts at the
same end of the bag, so that the soon-to-be strap is attached both ends into the same
corner of the bag. Turn. Sc in each ch, sl into the 2nd edge st on the bag, turn. Sc in each sc,
slst in the 3rd edge st on the bag. Fasten off.
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Finishing round 2:
Main Colour (MC)

We finish with a round of crab stitch around the edge of the bag. As the name implies, crab
stitch is sc worked into both loops backwards, from left to right. Insert your hook into the st
to the right of the hook (for right handed; left for left handed) and work a normal sc. If you
have made a handle, you begin in the st immediately to the right of the handle.
A great video tutorial for crab stitch: https://youtu.be/9TW0dBKoFck
When you have worked crab stitches all the way around, do not sl st, but cut the yarn and
sew it through the first st to close the round. If you crocheted a handle, stop when you reach
it.

Lining & zipper
Time to grab fabric, zipper, pins, sewing needle and sewing thread matching your MC. Steps
2-3 below are quickest to machine sew (but can of course also be done by hand); step 4 has
to be done by hand.
1. Cut your fabric so it is as wide as your bag and twice as tall, plus a couple of cm seam
allowance at the sides. No need to be mega precise. My fabric piece measures 26 cm x 30
cm to fit my bag, which measured 24 cm x 15 cm. (We do not need any seam allowance at
the top, since we want lining and zipper to sit below the crab stitch edge of the bag.) If using
a machine, zig-zag around the whole piece of fabric now.
2. Pin and sew the zipper: right side up on both fabric and zipper, pin zipper to the short
edge of fabric, as in this photo:

Pin zipper so the beginning lines up with the edge of the fabric and any excess sticks out to
the right.
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Fold the fabric in half, right sides together. Pin the other edge to the zipper. The right side of
the fabric should face the wrong side of the zipper. As in these photos:

It does not matter if your zipper is too long – you can hide the excess in-between the lining
and the bag later.
Now, lets sew the zipper to the fabric. If sewing by hand, first whipstitch around the edges of
the zipper and fabric, then sew along the same edge once again, this time with a running
stitch (see pictures below), to make sure the two layers are securely attached.
If using a machine, join the two layers with a straight seam. You may need to use a special
zipper presser foot to get close enough to the zipper.

Whipstitch along the edge.
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3. Sew the sides together: sew with a whipstitch and running stitch along both sides of the
lining; or a straight seam on a machine. Start from the top, as close to the zipper as you can
get, and sew downwards.
4. Sew the lining to the bag: put your lining with the zipper
into your Sergel Clutch, so you can see the right side of the
fabric inside the bag. Hide any excess zipper length inbetween lining and bag.
Pin in place so the zipper sits slightly below the edge of the
bag.

Close up the sides: start sewing at the
top, where the zipper is, and work
downwards.

Sew with the running stitch through the
zipper (not the lining) and the bag.
Now you will realise why the sewing
thread should match the MC yarn, as
the stitches will show on the outside of
the clutch otherwise! (If the zipper is a
different colour to the sewing thread,
the latter will be visible inside the bag –
not as bad!)

Running stitches through the zipper (not the lining) and the bag, all
the way around.
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Tah-daaah!!

Fasten any loose ends and…
Clutch! I hope you will get a lot of use for it!

It’s done! Your very own super stylish Sergel

I would love to see your Sergel Clutch! Please tag #SergelClutch in social media or post on
Ravelry J
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